Purification of an antigenic vaccine protein by selective displacement chromatography.
A recent advance in the state of the art of displacement chromatography has been the development of selective displacement chromatography. In this process, the bioproduct of interest is selectively displaced while impurities with lower retention are eluted in the induced salt gradient and higher retained impurities are desorbed after the breakthrough of the displacer front. In this manuscript, selective displacement chromatography is employed to purify an antigenic vaccine protein (AVP) from an industrial process stream. Displacers were screened and an operating regime plot was employed to establish appropriate conditions for selective displacement. The selective displacement process was successful and resulted in AVP that was equivalent in purity to product obtained at commercial production scale after conventional step gradient chromatography. Methods used to characterize the purified protein include size-exclusion chromatography, SDS-PAGE, isoelectric focusing, N-terminal amino acid sequence analysis, and amino acid composition analysis. This is the first report of the purification of a commercially and pharmaceutically significant protein using selective displacement chromatography and thereby sets the stage for the implementation of selective displacement chromatography for the downstream processing of biologicals.